Antitrust
Guidelines
ABOUT THE RULES OF BEHAVIOUR
FOR COMPLIANCE WITH THE LAW AND PROTECTION OF COMPETITION
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In its mission VGI respects rigorously the principles
of open market economy and free competition
in order to increase the competitiveness of Italian and European
industry.

The safeguard and respect of principles of competition are part of
VGI’ strategy in order to increase the presence on the market
offering professionalism and more competitive services.

This, for the interest of our clients,
commercial partners and employees since the free competition
means the offer of better products and services in better
conditions. Therefore, the success in our business can and must be
reached in full compliance with laws for the protection of
competition.
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The Antitrust Guidelines ensure that the fundamental values of
the Group about the compliance with the rules for the
protection of competition, are clearly defined for constructing a
base element of the corporate culture and a standard behavior
for the whole staff of the Group in the execution of the own
activity.

The Antitrust Guidelines contain principles and behavior rules of
Volkswagen Group about protection of competition. They are
intended to illustrate, in easy and accessible way, the contents
of the laws about the protection of competition and supply a
practical information about how face concrete situations that
can cause potential breach of antitrust law.

The Antitrust Guidelines have been defined considering the
activity area in which is higher the risk that possible breaches of
the law of the protection of competition happen in order to
carefully prevent and valuate, in case, from legal point of view.
The Antitrust Guidelines provide exclusively a minimum
standard about free and loyal competition, reflecting the best
existing practice. However, they don’t cover all the possible
relevant cases or all the applicable laws in antitrust subject.
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1. AREA AND APPLICATION OF GENERAL PRINCIPLES

These Guidelines are directed to the all administrators, staff, collaborators and all the
subjects that operate in the interest of VGI – defined in the Ethical Code as receivers –
and they are referred to every commercial relationship with VGI about any product or
service. The Guidelines are binding for the behavior of the administrators, staff,
collaborators and receivers. For this reason, VGI has decided to assume the following
commitments about the spread, application and updating of Antitrust Guidelines.
 ensure the timely disclosure of the Antitrust Guidelines, making them easily
accessible to all receivers implementing proper programs of training of the own
staff;
 ensure the periodic review and of the updating of the Antitrust Guidelines in
order to adapt them to the development of the markets, social sensibility,
environmental conditions and applicable laws;
 introduce proper instruments of support for providing clarifications about the
interpretation and implementation of the provisions;
 provide elaboration of proper fines system in order to penalise any

and

incentives to collaboration for the full compliance of them;
 adopt proper procedures to report, investigate and management of any
breaches;
 ensure privacy of identity and professional protection of the reporter of any
breaches, except the legal obligations;
 check periodically the respect and compliance of Antitrust Guidelines;
The relations between VGI and other companies of Volkswagen Group in principle
don’t fall into the application area of the provisions regarding the protection of
competition.
These Guidelines don’t applied, therefore, to this agreements/relations. However, it is
preferable to consult always the legal function before to conclude an agreement that
could contain an anti-competitive restriction with a company not entirely owned by a
company of Volkswagen Group.
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2. LIABILITY AND CONSEQUENCES OF BREACHES IN ANTITRUST
MATTER

It will not be tolerated breaches of law which protects competition. The non - compliance
with antitrust laws could expose Volkswagen Group and its employees to:


serious reputational risks,



huge fines by antitrust authorities,



damages request by third parties, included clients or competitors, and



significant payments and investment of time of the management for the
preparation of proper defenses.

The contractual provisions made in breach of the antitrust law can furthermore easily
be declared invalid and/or inapplicable and potentially can cause the invalidity of the
entire contract.
Moreover, the anti-competitive practices for their nature cause inefficiencies and limit
the innovation, braking the VGI’s capacity to respond efficiency to the market
developments and to the new competitors increasingly aggressive.
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The justification
“I didn’t know it was unlawful”
will be not considered as excuse by VGI and by
Antitrust Authorities.

It is necessary being careful and ask clarifications
rather than presume that a determinate behavior
is lawful.
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3. POWERS OF COMPETENT AUTHORITIES

The companies which operate in Italy are subject to two levels of law for protecting
competition:


The rules of Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFUE) applicable
by European Commission (CE), by Italian Antitrust Authority (AGCM). It is
primarily about provisions which forbid agreements and anti-competitive
practices and dominant position abuse;



the rules of the Italian antitrust law, which have quite similar content to the
European ones.

Both CE and AGCM are in charge of investigate and punish the violation of that rules.
The officers of both authorities have the power of:


appear without notice at the seats of the Companies (in some cases also in
private domicile)



inspect and copy documents or electronic files



ask information also in private interview with individual employees

If the antitrust authority establish with own decision that a determinate behavior made
by the company violates the laws which protect the competition, they can impose a
fine for a value up to 10% of the consolidated turnover of the Group of the company
interested. The CE has also the power to ask to the recipient company of the measure
the adoption of structural or behavioral changings considered necessary to eliminate
the obstacles to the free competition.
In some Countries as the United States of America the anti-competitive behavior, also if
it is made abroad, is a crime punished with jail. A similar risk there is also in Italy in case
of anti-competitive agreement in the participation of public tender.
A company responsible of violation the laws which protect the competition can also be
subjected to compensation damages actions by the competitors or consumers.
Therefore, all the contracts or agreements in contrast with laws which protect
competition are null.
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The anti-competition agreements
The law which protects competition forbids
all the practices which determinate or can
determinate a reduction of a company
decision-making autonomy (also through
the access to the reserved information),
avoiding,
shrinking
or
faking
the
competition. In order to not violate the law
which protect competition, the companies
of the VGI Group have to, in any moment,
define and pursue their own commercial
politic in autonomy from the competitors
that there are on the market, operating
exclusively according their own strategic
and commercial choices.
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4.

ANTI-COMPETITIVE AGREEMENTS

The law which protects the competition forbids the agreements or practices agreed
between the companies that don’t belong to the same Group, which have the effect or
also the aim or the abstract eligibility to obstacle or limit the free competition.


The anti-competitive agreement can have the written or oral form, explicit or
implicit, formal or informal nature. These agreements can be illicit also if, in
fact, they are never applied. Therefore, it is legally irrelevant, for the
assessment of infringement, the fact that the interested companies have or not
taken advantage by the agreement.



Also the agreed practices, namely parallel behaviors resulting by an aware as

regard tacit coordination between the parties, are forbidden.
In particular, the limitations to the competition can be classified in two categories:
“vertical restrictions” and “horizontal restrictions”.
The horizontal restrictions are made by agreements or agreed practices restrictive of
competition among the companies that operate on the same level of the
production/sales chain (e.g. cars manufacturers).
The vertical restrictions are agreements or agreed practices made by the company
active in different levels of the production/sale chain (e.g. cars manufacturers and
independent dealers).
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HORIZONTAL RESTRICTIONS TO COMPETITION
CONCERNING THE RELATIONS (DIRECT OR INDIRECT) WITH
COMPETITORS
 Determination of the conditions/objectives of sale. The
VGI’ s decisions about prices, volumes, objectives or
results of sale don’t have to be agreed for any reason or if
only communicated or discussed with the competitors.
 Participation to public tenders. The participation (or not)
to a public tender and the conditions concerning the
offer don’t have to be agreed or discussed with
competitors (except the participation in ATI or RTI to
discuss in advance with the legal function).
 Exchanging
information. It does not have to be
exchanged, directly or indirectly also through dealer
and/or consultancy company any information that it is
not genuinely public and that it is such as reduce
uncertainty about the current or future commercial
behavior.

ATTENTION TO:


Direct or indirect contacts with competitors: for more

details go to letter a) point (v)


Trade associations activities



Public announcements and statements.
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a) Horrizontal resstrictions
(i.) Autono
omy determiination of pprices and otther sale con
nditions
Everry companyy is free to
o establish and modifyy its own prices
p
and other term
m and
cond
ditions of sale, as well as react to
o the behavior of the other active operator on
n the
marrket.
It iss also lawfful to use publicly avvailable info
ormation about the ccompetitors (e.g.
pub
blished by the competitors on theeir own fina
ancial statem
ment or on
n the adverttising
matterial accesssible to every
ybody, or byy third partie
es, e.g. Ministry of Tran sport).
How
wever, it’s ab
bsolutely forbidden agrree with com
mpetitors:


the prices of sale (included eleements of th
he final price
e and/or disccount),



volumes of sale,



shares of
o market



howeve
er coordinate their saless conditions,

or exchange directly or indirectly information
n commercially relevan
nt (for this, go
g to
the point (ivv) infra).

TO
O DO:
Adoptt autonomously decisio
ons on the prices to be applied
a
and the comme
ercial
objecttives.
 Create
e and prese
erve a copy of internal documentation approopriate to show
the au
utonomy of the commeercial decisio
ons taken, indicating th
he factors ta
aken
into co
onsideration
n and docum
menting the
e timing of the
t decision
nal process.
 Consu
ult the lega
al departm ent before proceeding
g to a con
nclusion of any
agreem
ment with a competito
or (that sometimes can be legal).


NO
OT TO DO:


Discusss (and eve
en less agreee) with one or more
e competitoors about price
p
policie
es, included
d some com
mponents off the final price (inclu
uding discou
unts,
dealerr margins, methods
m
for calculating the price).
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at does it mean
m
in pracctice?
Wha
Example.
A competitorr suggests to raise th
he prices of
o the alloy wheels oof a minim
mum
peercentage. The
T
compan
ny is underr pressure to
t reach th
he prefixed aims, and the
ag
greement is not binding
g. Can you caatch the opportunity?
No
o. This is a “cartel”, na
amely the m
most seriou
us anticomp
petitive agreeement (in any
form, oral or written). To act in con
ntrast with antitrust la
aw is never a VGI interrest,
alsso if at firstt sight the opportunityy to reach the aim of more profiits seems to
o be
atttractive.

(ii.) Markett sharing
It is forbidden any
a agreeme
ent between
n competito
ors for:



markett division (in
n a geograph
hical sense, but also the
e division of clients), and
d
Predete
ermination or stabilizattion of mark
ket shares.

TO
O DO:


Adoptt autonomo
ously its o
own decisio
ons on ho
ow to stru
ucture its own
o
comm
mercial offer and objectiives in the different
d
geo
ographical aareas in relation
to the
e different ty
ypes of custtomers.

NO
OT TO DO:


Discusss (even lesss agree) wiith one or more
m
competitors the achievement or
mainttenance of certain markket shares.
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(iii.) Bid-rigg
ging
The main charracteristic of
o public teender execu
ution is that the partiicipants hav
ve to
prep
pare the respective offe
ers in autono
omous and independen
nt way.
Con
nsequently iss forbidden any coordin
nation in this regard (e.g
g. bid-riggin g).
on with com
mpetitors co
ould in som
me cases be
e lawful if it is objecttively
The cooperatio
justified (for ex
xample, the appeal to A
ATI or RTI to satisfy technical requireements required
nal cases thaat have to be in
by tthe contractt specifications). Howeever they are exception
adva
ance discusssed with leg
gal departm ent.
It iss forbidden
n to discusss with onee or more competitors, directly or through an
inteermediary (e
e.g. a dealer or a consulltancy comp
pany), the decision to pparticipate or
o not
to a tender or the
t
offer conditions. Th
hey are not allowed offe
ers of conveenience, faked or
mbolic”.
“sym

TO
O DO:
Adoptt autonomo
ously its own
n decisions about the preparation
p
n of the offe
er of
tender.
 Consu
ult in advan
nce with leggal departm
ment to evaluate the ppossible risk
ks of
combiined offers//participatio
on to consorrtia/ATI/RTI with compeetitors.


NO
OT TO DO:


Discusss (even less agree) w
with one or more com
mpetitors tthe intentio
on to
participate or nott participatee to a future
e tender.

Wh
hat does it mean
m
in prractice?
A competitor offers yo
ou a meetting to disscuss the characteristtics of ten
nder
sp
pecification. Can you acccept the meeeting propo
osal?
No
o. Participatte to this kin
nd of meetin
ng could be extremely serious.
s
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(iv.) Information exchanges
As general rule, It must not be exchanged directly or indirectly (through third parties such
as providers of services/consultancy company, trade associations, dealer or other
commercial partner) any commercial relevant information, namely:


Information not freely available in the whole market and to the consumers
(public genuinely) and



That can reduce the uncertainty about the commercial behavior of VGI and/or its
competitors.

Also the episodic receipt of sensitive information can constitute an antitrust violation,
regardless of the fact that the aim pursued is to compete in an aggressive way, e.g. having
ascertained the sales aims of a competitor. In case you are recipient of a sensitive
commercial information the only possible protection is to refuse in a clearly and
unequivocal way that information, indicating that they have been canceled and they
don’t want to receive others similar information in the future.
The exchange of information can raise antitrust critical issues depending on the reference
context.
(v.) (Direct or indirect ) contacts with competitors.
The direct contacts with competitors aren’t forbidden and in many circumstances can
result lawful. However, these direct contacts can be approached with extreme cautions
because they show an high risk for antitrust point of view.
In fact, as indicated above, information non genuinely public cannot be exchanged with
competitors that allow to draw conclusions about the present or future market behavior,
e.g.:


Determination prices strategy,



Number of contracts,



Sales aims,



Future trend markets evaluation,



New products launch,



Predisposition of promotional campaign that are not spread to the public.

This rule is applicable no matter the way in which the information are transmitted
(phone call, email, etc.) and the occasion that has made this transmission (informal
lunches, casual meetings in a conference etc.).
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The Antitrust Authorities evaluate the indirect exchanges of information (namely
through the dealers, commercial partners or consultancy companies) as absolutely
equivalent to the direct exchanges of information. The use of an intermediary don’t
exclude the eventual liability of VGI and involve the same intermediary in the liability
for the breach.
It’s possible, at certain conditions, to use statistics and/or market studies made by third
parties. The content of this information has to be however
(i) result of mistery shopping, or
(ii) duly aggregated/anonymized in order to made impossible the attribution of granular
information to a specific competitor.
The use of similar sources has to be always objected of previous valuation by legal
function.
In any case, all the contacts with the competiton have to be documented, included the
private and/or casual.
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TO
O DO:
In case of contactts with com
mpetitors, th
hey ensure that
t
there i s in advancce an
agend
da to show that the p
purpose of the
t meeting has not aanticompettitive
aims.
 In case
e of meeting
g, it necessaary to follow
w scrupulously the agen
nda.
or a third party,
 If it is received an
n inadequatee communiccation by a competitor
c
as forr example information
n about the
e contracts concluded in the currrent
month
h or just an
n invite to exchange information
i
n, reject uneequivocally this
inform
mation (confirming thaat they have
e been cancceled and tthey will no
ot be
consid
dered).


NO
OT TO DO:
Exchange sensitive commeercial inforrmation with compettitors (inclu
uded
discou
unts, dealerr’s marginss, method for calculatting the fin
nal price, sales
s
objecttives).
 Solicitting third parties
p
to rrecover anyy type of information
n regarding the
compe
etitors (e.g. price strateegy, technica
al circulars, sales
s
aims).


Wh
hat does it mean
m
in prractice?
amples
Exa
A ccompetitor’’s employee
e (former co
olleague) callls you to discuss the reesults achieved
in the last mo
onth. Can yo
ou accept an
nd/or share the informa
ation you haave?
NO
O. You have
e to answer that
t
VGI do
oesn’t want to receive these inform
mation.

Yo
ou know tha
at a dealer is multi-bra nd and has commercial relationsh
hips also witth a
co
ompetitor. Can
C
you ask
k to send yyou informa
ally a copy of competiitor’s technical
cirrculars?
NO
O. A simila
ar behavior is equal tto a directt exchange of sensitivve commerrcial
infformation among
a
comp
petitors.
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(vi.) Trade associations activity
The trade associations have as their object the legitimate aim to protect the interests of
the sector and promote the development. They can contribute also to the development of
the standard that can improve the general efficiency of the sector concerned, also
through the spreading of the statistics analysis and data of the market. In principle, the
participation to the meetings organized by the trade associations or the adhesion to the
system of statistic detection don’t constitute, by itself, a violation of the laws for the
protection of competition.
However, the trade associations create for their nature meeting opportunities and the
contact between subjects that are among them direct competitors. Therefore, it’s
necessary to manage this meetings with extreme caution.
During the associative meetings (or in the margin of them) they don’t have to be
exchanged, for any reason (or communicated or even just merely received also if they
haven’t been requested) sensitive commercial information. In particular:


Lacking a clear agenda or in doubt about the compatibility with themes what will
be presented/treated with the prohibition of exchanging with the competitors of
commercial sensitive information, it’s necessary to make a legal evaluation and
refrain to participate;



Where the participant to the meeting wants to make a written presentation or
communicate the data and information about VGI or market, it is appropriate
that the subject interested verify previously with the legal function the lacking of
antitrust risks and/or way in which these risks are avoidable.

Furthermore, with specific reference to any statistic detection system or spread of data
market by the trade association, considered that the exchange of sensitive commercial
information determinates a violation of antitrust laws, it’s necessary to make sure that
the participation to this systems of statistic detection or spread of data has been object of
previous approval by the legal function.
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TO
O DO:










It is im
mportant that during a ny associatiion meeting
g is respecteed the agenda
prepared and disstributed beefore the beginning off it. If any tthemes sho
ow
possib
ble antitrustt critical issu
ues, they ha
ave to consu
ult the legall function and
avoid to participa
ate.
If you consider that it has b
been begun
n a discussion about riisk themes of
violatiion of antitrrust law (orr if you have
e only a dou
ubt that thiss can happen),
the on
nly way tha
at allows to
o VGI to nott to be accu
used of partticipating to
oa
forbid
dden agreem
ment amon g the comp
petitors is to
t show im
mmediately its
own disagreemen
d
nt asking th e verbalizattion.
If this is not sufficient and tthe discussio
on continue
es, it is neceessary to lea
ave
immediately the meeting (assking again to verbalise
e this).
In thiss situation, you
y don’t haave to be wo
orried to be too pruden
nt.
The pa
articipant to
o the associiate meetin
ng will have to ask the report of it, if
this document is not sent t o every parrticipant witthin a certaain reasonab
ble
period
d of time.
The participant to
t the meetting will ha
ave to read carefully th
he report and
make sure that is true to
o what is happened and they haven’t used
expresssion that can be interp
preted in contrast with antitrust la w.

NO
OT TO DO:


Exchange sensitive commerrcial inform
mation in th
he margin of associate
t is happeened in an episodic
e
and
d informal w
way.
meetings, also if this
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(vii.) Annou
ouncements and public sstatementss
Gen
nerally, the announcem
a
ments to thee press or th
he declaration publisheed to its we
ebsite
about its own commercia
al future strrategies (inccluded the sales aims oor possible price
d be avoide
ed. Also generic declarations aboutt the future trend of market
increase) should
ned the anttitrust inveestigation. Before
B
to make
m
publi c statemen
nts is
havee determin
therrefore appro
opriate to co
ontact previo
ously the leg
gal function.
VGI could be in
nvolved in an antitrust investigatio
on only for having
h
reactted to the public
p
t
giving tthe possibility to
stattements of a competitor about the future market trends, thus
support that th
he statements was a “siignal” of coo
ordination. It is, therefoore, importa
ant to
also internallly) the stateements of co
ompetitors, much less w
with compettitors
absttain to do (a
or in
n an associattive contextt.

TO DO:
Check any statem
ments or an
nnounceme
ents to the public aboout market
themess with legal function to
o avoid possible critical antitrust isssues.
 To keep track of the
t timing aand of the reason of the implemeentation of
own commercial
c
decisions in order to show that
t
they are taken
independently by any publicc announce
es (potentia
ally problem
matic in an
petitors.
antitrust context) of the comp


NO
OT TO DO:
Make public statements in which are formulated suppositiions about
future market tren
nds. In part icular possible rise of the
t prices th
hat are not
irrevocably decided
d.
 Comme
ent (also intternally in V
VGI) any pub
blic statements of comppetitors.


Wha
at does it mean
m
in pra
actice?
Exam
mple
Reg
garding the newspaper you come aacross to a public
p
statem
ment of a coompetitor’s
CEO
O that indica
ate a probable future m
market recovvery. How do you react??
Don
n’t comment the stattement. In particular the article
es DON’T h
have to be
forw
warded inte
ernally or much
m
less to
o a competiitor speculating on thee possibility
to iincrease the
e profits.
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VERTICAL RESTRICTIONS TO COMPETITION RELATED TO VGI
RELATIONSHIP WITH SUPPLIERS, DEALERS AND
COMMERCIAL PARTNERS

Vertical competition restrictions concern the freedom of commercial
partner and supplier to determinate the respective conditions of
purchasing and sales. However are forbidden:

 Setting the prices of sales of independent dealer (included the
minimum prices, profits, maximum percentages of discount);

 In a selective distribution system (namely in which the dealers
are selected according quality parameters that require the
satisfaction of minimum standards) concerning the retail
trade. Are forbidden the limitation to the sales to the final
customer, both from a territorial point of view and with
reference to categories of customers;

 Different treatment of the dealers not justifiable according
objective parameters (principle of non-discrimination).
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b) Vertical restrictions

The agreements with supplier, dealers or commercial partners upstream or
downstream of the distribution chain (e.g. the service partners) can be critical from
antitrust point of view if they circumscribe the freedom to determinate autonomously
the conditions of purchasing or sales. The antitrust evaluation of these agreements can
often be complex and depends on the market shares of the parties and, in general,
from the market structure. Before stipulating similar agreements is therefore

necessary to involve the legal function.
However it is important to take into account that the following behavior are generally
forbidden:
 Setting the price of sales (or the minimum prices, profits, maximum percentage of
discount) applicable by the independent dealer. Also the non-binding
recommendation, if accompanied by the constant monitoring and by follow-up
with the dealer that don’t respect them, can be valuated critically by antitrust
authority;
 in the system of selective distribution regarding the retail, impose limitation to
the sales to final customer (from a territorial point of view or with reference to
determinate customer category). Remain the possibility to forbid to the dealer that
belong to a selective distribution system of (i) doing his own activity in a place not
authorized, and (ii) resale to other distributors that don’t belong to the authorized
network. Outside the selective distribution system, the dealer have to remain free
to accept request of purchase not actively solicited also if they come from different
areas (or customer categories) from the other assigned (possibility of so-called
passive sales);


differentiated treatment of dealers non justifiable on the basis of (documented)
objectives parameters. For example, initiatives aimed at offer particular
conditions to determinate dealers that could be interpreted as an alteration of the
capacity of the dealer to compete with other dealer of the same brand. These
initiative, if not justified on the basis of objectives and verifiable criterions (e.g.
volumes, financial solidity of the dealer), can constitute a competition restriction
that is forbidden. Consult preventively the legal function.
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TO
O DO:










Consu
ult the legal function before procceeding to the conclussion of a
vertica
al restrictive
e agreemen
nt of the fre
eedom of purchasing oor selling,
especiially if it co
ontains an exclusivity clause or directions
d
a bout the
mode of determin
nations of p
prices of sale
es.
Accom
mpany any indication to the de
ealers in prrices of sa les area,
mentioning uneq
quivocally tthe fact th
hat they arre suggesteed prices
notwithstanding the full disscretion of the
t dealer in
n the determ
mination
of pricces of sales.
It is possible
p
to conduct in independent way a monitoring
m
of prices
practicced actually
y by the deaaler, but without interfe
ering in the freedom
determ
mination in this respectt.
It is ge
enerally posssible to set the maximum prices of sales.
Limit the detail of
o informatiion that eve
ery dealer ca
an obtain aabout the
perforrmances of other
o
deale rs (or its com
mpetitors).
Make sure that entirely
e
the re is track of
o the objecctive criterioons used
for th
he identifica
ation of th e dealers who
w
receive
e offers pa rticularly
favora
able (e.g. critterion based
d on solidityy economic parametress.

NO
OT TO DO:










Set the minimum
m prices of saales or the profits
p
or the maximum
m discount
appliccable by the dealers.
Explicitly or implicitly “call u
up to order”” a dealer be
ecause it haas refused
to join
n the recom
mmendation
ns made about the pricces of saless. Also the
merelyy communiccation of th
he results off monitoring
g made by V
VGI can be
valuatted negativ
vely by thee antitrust authority in presencee of other
eviden
nce.
Use in
n the comm
munications (also internal) any expression th
hat can be
misun
nderstood by the antitrrust authority as limita
ation to thee freedom
of the
e dealer to determinatte the price
es of sales, as for exaample the
refere
ence to “fixe
ed margins” or “minimu
um prices”.
Use in
ncentives/disincentives to induce a dealer to applicate
a
thee prices of
sales suggested.
s
Limit (also de faccto, e.g. thro
ough a “calll up to orde
er”) the posssibility for
the dealer
d
to answer
a
possitively to the orderss which coome from
custom
mers based outside its ggeographic area of refe
erence.
Treat in differentt manner th
he dealers. If this is no
ot justifiabble on the
basis of objectiive demon strable parameters (e.g.
(
volum
mes/model
purchased, econo
omical/finan
ncial solidityy).
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What does it mean in practice?
Examples
A dealer refers you that another dealer VGI has begun to sell vehicles outside their
habitual geographic area of reference, asking to you to do something to stuck it. Can
you act?
NO. The dealers have to remain completely free to sell to their customer localized
outside their geographical area in which they usually focus their commercial efforts. It
has to be avoided any term that can be misunderstood by the antitrust authority e.g.
references to the “invasion” by a dealer to a certain geographic area.

To achieve the volume targets you want to launch a “push action”, that establishes
particular incentives of purchase – with a limited temporal validity – exclusively for that
dealers that have shown a particular financial solidity. Can you purpose a similar
initiative?
YES. However the “push action” have to be purposed to all dealers that are in similar
economic/financial conditions, previously identified in written form according
objective verifiable parameters.
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It is forbidden the abuse of
dominant position
The markets are defined by the Antitrust Authority with
reference to all goods or services that the customer
consider, in a determinate homogeneous geographic area,
replaceable in case of price variation.
Generally, specifically to the automotive sector, the
Antitrust Authorities segment the market on the basis of
the performances, dimensions and price, distinguishing for
example between: minicar; small cars; medium cars; big
cars; prestigious and representation cars; luxury car; sport
car; multipurpose car; suv and off road.
If in a relevant market VGI gets a significant market share
that can allow to adopt commercial policies only relatively
conditioned by competitor’s strategies and by the
customer’s choices (so called market power) It should be
subject to a “special liability” that would forbid to adopt
determinate behavior (prejudicial for the development of
competition or for the consumer) that instead the other
companies are free to realize.
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5. DOMINANT POSITION ABUSE
The companies that have dominant position in a determinate market have a special
liability that limits the commercial autonomy. This implies that behaviors normally
perfectly lawful can constitute a breach of antitrust law if realized by a dominant
subject (typically, a dominant position is improbable under a market share of 40%).
In principle, to the companies in dominant position is forbidden, for example and nonexhaustive:


oblige a client to purchase more products and services than the quantity he
wanted to purchase (so called tying or bundling);



refuse a supply of a determinate product or service if it is not on the basis of
objective reasons:



practice prices artificially high or low in order to obstacle the entry or expansion of
competitors;



apply discounts that create loyalty or exclude, however non-justifiable on the
basis of objective parameters (e.g. in relation to purchased volumes).

The possibility that VGI has a dominant position in a specific market requires an analysis
case by case. Higher is the market share and its concentration, higher it has to be the
attention. In case of doubts contact the legal function.
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Drafting the documents
When you draft a document or write or answer to
an email imagine that an antitrust employee is
behind you and reads what and how you
communicate!
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6. CREATION
N AND ST
TORAGE OF DOCU
UMENTS
w attention to the expressions u
used in the
e commerciial commun
nication an
nd/in
Low
corrrespondence
e and intern
nal documen
ntation could damage very serioussly VGI, crea
ating
the false percep
ption that unlawful
u
beh
haviors have been put in place.
The Antitrust Authorities
A
have
h
wide p
powers of in
nspection (ssee point 7) and can ob
btain
copyy of docume
ents many years
y
later t heir creation.
Also
o if the use of an appro
opriate term
minology will not protect the grou
up companies in
casee of the acctivity described is efffectively un
nlawful, the
e adoption of a unpre
ecise
lang
guage could
d make it see
em unlawfu
ul some beh
haviors that really are n
not unlawful.
It iss extremelyy difficult convince
c
exx – post the Authoritties that an
n inappropriate
expression doe
es not reflecct the effecttive behavio
or of VGI. Therefore,
T
itt is necessary to
ents, consid
dering alwaays that could
c
pay much atttention to the draft of docume
subssequently be
b used by Antitrust
A
Autthorities du
uring the inv
vestigationss.
How
wever it is always ad
dvisable to not destro
oy documen
nts o elect ronic files only
beca
ause it is be
elieved that they can co ntain harmfful or dange
erous inform
mation.
Thiss destructio
on can aggravate morre the posittion of VGI in its relaationships with
Antitrust Autho
orities.

TO
O DO:
In anyy case a document or p resentation – also if it is a draft orr for interna
al use
– indiccate always the source (right) of th
he informatiion/data us ed.
 Draft any docum
ment (also the drafts not definitive) as if it should been
provid
ded later a copy to Antittrust Authority
 Pay atttention to the email a
and attachm
ments. Also if they havee been cancceled,
the IT
T expert of Antitrust A
Authorities can recove
er them. Fu
urthermore
e, the
recipie
ent can have
e kept it and
d/or subseq
quently forw
warded.


NO
OT TO DO:
Use expression unclear
u
on aambiguous that can crreate false impression that
the infformation have
h
been ggot by, or witth consent of,
o a compettitor (e.g. “I have
known
n from a saffe source…”))
 Speculate about the
t lawfulneess or not of a determin
nate behaviior.
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What does it mean in practice?
Examples
A dealer transmits a competitor’s estimate after it anticipates you on the phone that
the aim of the forward is to obtain sales conditions more favorable by VGI in order to
be able to formulate a competitive offer to the final client. How do you document the
legal nature of this information exchange?
It is essential to take note at the moment of the reception how and who the estimate
has been obtained, giving notice of the legal dynamic pro-competition.

You took advantage by the “open day” of a competitor dealer in order to get
information about their commercial prices/offers currently applied. You do a
presentation for internal use to show the results of this activity. How do you prepare
the document?
It is essential to indicate always the source of own information and clarify when are
estimates and/or projection made on the basis of publicly available information.
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7. ANTITRUST AUTHORITY INSPECTIONS
The Antitrust Authorities make use of penetrating powers to ensure the full respect of
the law which protect the competition.
In particular, they can:


formulate written requests of information, to which a complete and truthful
answer must be provided;



inspect the places and company cars without notice (the CE can also inspect the
private domicile, if authorized by a judge).

The fines to hinder an inspection can be very significant (in case of inspections of CE
they can be millions of euro) and there is a risk of criminal liability. If it has hindered
the inspection, this can involve more aggravated liability/pecuniary fines in antitrust
proceeding.
In case of inspection, the Antitrust Authorities officers appear without notice, generally
at the beginning of the morning. Typically they are accompanied by plainclothes agents
of financial police.
When they arrive, the officers, normally, require to speak with a legal representative of
the company, of in lack, another chief officer, in order to notify a copy of the decision of
competent authority that authorize the inspection and the inspection authorization
measures with nominative assignments to the functionary (and military of Financial
police) that are doing the operation.
The officers can ask to the Financial Police, to use the powers that the fiscal law gives
them in case of difficult access to the headquarter of the company objected to the
inspection.
The company objected to the inspection has the right to contact its extern attorneys,
that can be present during the investigations.
During the inspection, the officers can:


Inspect the company books and any documents relevant to the object of
inspection (and don’t covered by professional secrecy because objected of
correspondence with extern legal consultants) present in the company places,
on any type of format (paper, informatics, etc.):



Make copy of these documents (without keeping the original);



In case of inspection that goes over a day, affix seal to places/cabinets;



Formulate questions or clarification requests to the employees in oral way.
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